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Bob De Cosmo began
purchasing and managing
rental real estate in 1982 and is
a strong advocate for private
property ownership right's in
Connecticut.
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Our goals;
Educate our members on “Best
Practices” for maximum
efficiency
Increase profitability by lowering
operating expenses via vendor
discounts
Provide access to “Core Services”
needed to better manage and
maintain properties

Our Team:
Emily Pacileo
Justin Meadows

I

am pleased to announce that you are
viewing the premier
edition of CT Real Estate Today, an E-Magazine
created to inform its readers
interested in Real Estate and
property management.

real estate related legislation.

Our magazine includes several specialized columns. One is
called “The Legal Corner’
where you will get information from attorneys specializing in real estate and
evictions that can provide
guidance on a number of topics that become traps for an
uninformed property operator.

imate businesses a great opportunity to reach their targeted consumers and showcase their products and in a
cost effective fashion.

We have secured commitments from several legislators
from both parties to provide
content and none of it will be
partisan; just informative.

The “Financially Speaking
“column offers information
We have secured commitabout funding and grant
ments from many professionmonies that can help you betals in their respective fields to
ter leverage property purchascontribute content to keep
es as well as sources for renoour readers up to date on curvations and improvements.
rent events, financial issues,
property management, prop- The goal for CT Real Estate
erty maintenance as well as a Today is to inform its readers
community calendar provid- on relevant topics and current
ing a listing of events happen- events in our communities.
ing in Connecticut .
We also want to provide legit-

Happy readings to all and we
would appreciate any suggestions to incorporate into future editions of CT Real Estate Today.

“News and Views from the
State Capitol” will be written
by legislators that are involved
on committees that handle
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HUD’s New Lead
Regulations Create Havoc
for Section-8 Program

ug/ft2 on floors and windows from 250ug/ft2 to
100ug/ft2 so it’s harder to get final approval.
To make matters worse; while the work is underway, the family must be relocated temporarily as
no work can be done when a child with an elevated lead level resides in a unit under lead abatement.

One side of the agency’s goals
conflict with the other side

Now let’s talk about money. It has been said by reliable sources that on average it costs about $9,000
to abate a rental unit, more if exterior repairs are
By: Bob DeCosmo, CTPOA President
required. So if an owner can’t fund these repairs
out of pocket and pay for their tenant’s hotel stay,
The governments’ agency for Housing and Urban they need funding. The good news is government
Development spends money like nobody else; Bil- funding is available, the bad news it takes between
lions on programs for all sorts of housing related 8 to 10 weeks on average to get the final approval
to simply begin the abatement process and find
matters every year. Of late, HUD has created
your planner and contractor. So if an owner does
funding of over one hundred million to reduce
lead levels in children’s blood and abate deteriorat- everything right and moves with expert efficiency
through the maze of bureaucracy, they will lose
ed lead based paint in pre-1978 housing.
between 5 and 6 months’ of Section-8 rental payOn August 10, 2017, HUD issued Notice PIH
ments!
2017-13 that explained to the public that they lowered the action level from 20ug/dl (micro-grams HUD spends even more money annually on its
Section-8 program officially called the Housing
per deciliter) to 5ug/dl for children’s blood lead
choice Voucher Program, almost 20 Billion. Conlevels. They also clearly defined responsibilities
and time-frames for what must occur if a child un- sidering that HUD’s new and onerous lead regulations are in place, one wonders if one side of
der the age of six exceeds the new lower blood
lead level. While the drastic drop is one issue for HUD, lead hazard reduction is trying to disrupt
another side of HUD, providing financial help to
property owners, the more concerning part is an
owner has just 30 days from the moment they are low income renters by discouraging property ownnotified to make that unit lead safe or their Hous- ers from accepting Section-8 tenants so the goving Choice rental payment is CUT OFF, NO EX- ernment can save on program dollars and reduce
CEPTIONS except for exterior repairs that can’t its budget.
be finished due to seasonal weather.
A logical question to ask is why a Connecticut
landlord would want to rent to any family with
To complete the lead abatement process, a management and abatement plan must be developed; young children receiving Section-8 assistance except for the simple fact they cannot refuse a tenant
most people cannot do these themselves so they
must hire a certified lead abatement planner. Once with a Housing Choice Voucher. The program is
considered a “protected class” under Connecticut’s
the plan is created and approved by the local
health department, only a licensed lead abatement Fair Housing Laws but oddly it is not protected
under the Federal Fair Housing Law!
contractor can perform the work so they now
must find a qualified contractor and hire them.
Once the contractor completes the work the unit What we know is HUD’s requirement for 30 days
must pass an inspection. However HUD also low- to complete the abatement is unrealistic as it’s
ered its lead clearance levels for interior lead dust clearly impossible to get everything done considerfrom 40ug/ft2 (micrograms per square foot) to 10 ing how complex this process has become and
1
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Landlords, Property Owners and Realtors met in Seymour, CT to discuss the changes in lead levels as
imposed by HUD. Christopher Corcoran (left) from the CT Children’s Medical Center and Carol Sladja
(right) from the Naugatuck Valley Health District spoke on available funding options.
owners cannot do their own work. HUD’s decision
not to allow extensions of time to complete the
work is Draconian and will harm their Housing
Choice Voucher Program. I fear many landlords
will find a way to escalate their rents above HUD’s
Fair Market Rent levels so no Housing Choice
Vouchers will be accepted at their buildings meaning poorer tenants will find it harder to locate housing.
What remains to be seen whether the Connecticut
Department of Public Health will lower their current lead action levels from the 15ug/dl with 2 confirmatory blood tests 90 days apart or one confirmed test of 20ug/dl or higher. Finally, what has
not changed is the recommendation for when to

use medical treatment for children called chelation
therapy. This occurs when a child is found with a
test result of greater than or equal to 45ug/dl of
lead in blood; a level rarely seen today and yet when
I was a child in the 1960’s, the level of concern was
60ug/dl and I will conclude on that note.
License # HOL.604

Jeremy Greco 203-725-5150
Owner/Inspector

GrecoInspections@aol.com
GrecoHomeInspections.com
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Fair Housing Notice
Pursuant to PA 16-16
STATE AND FEDERAL PROTECTED CLASSES
State and Federal laws protect individuals from housing discrimination. The following protected classes are
found both under State and Federal law: race; color; national origin; ancestry; sex; creed/religion; disability
(mental, learning (CT only), or physical); and familial status (families with children). Connecticut has additional fair housing protections which include lawful source of income (including but not limited to Section 8
Voucher/RAP and Security Deposit Guarantee); sexual orientation; gender identity and expression; age; and
marital status.

THE FOLLOWING ARE EXAMPLES OF POTENTIAL FAIR HOUSING VIOLATIONS

•

Refusing to rent, sell, or show a dwelling based on a potential tenant’s protected class.

•

Steering potential tenants to certain neighborhoods based on their race, color and/or national origin., or any other protected class.

•

Increasing the security deposit based on the number of children living in a unit.

•

Requiring a potential tenant to be employed, when they have sufficient income to pay the rent from other lawful
sources.

•

Failing to negotiate or refusing to rent to a potential tenant because their source of income is a Section 8 voucher or
RAP voucher.

•

Refusing to waive a “no pet” policy for a tenant with a disability who has an emotional support animal.

•

Refusing to allow a tenant with a disability to reasonably modify the unit by building a ramp to the front door.

Exceptions may apply but never on the basis of a tenant’s race, color, or national origin.

Information obtained from the CHRO website. http://www.ct.gov/chro
3
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Why Knowledge
Equals $uccess

Linda Andrikis
Broker Associate

West View Properties LLC
(860)417-9660

By: Linda Andrikis, Brokers Associate

In this constantly changing real estate market, investors and homeowners need to be wellinformed, be aware of new laws and keep up on
current trends in their area. For starters, choosing
experienced and knowledgeable professionals to
guide you through your buying, leasing and selling
transactions, will certainly relieve a lot of stress, as
well as save you a considerable amount of money!
Ask for help. Reach out to those who are familiar
with the steps that need to be taken to help you
achieve your goals and desired results. Using the
right Realtors, Inspectors, Lenders, Attorneys and
Contractors, will make your life easier. Ask for
recommendations and referrals, rather than picking someone randomly. A proven track record is
the best assurance that the job will get done right!

It’s also important to pay attention to current and
proposed legislation that may affect you as a landlord or homeowner. There are classes, seminars,
webinars and meetings, offered by schools, landlord groups and community organizations. They
work to keep members and other consumers aware
of the laws and to help them avoid violations that
bring costly fines and possible lawsuits.
Fair Housing/ Equal Opportunity in Housing,
hazardous materials issues including lead paint, asbestos, radon and mold, zoning concerns, estab-

lishing good tenant-landlord relationships, taxes,
insurance and property maintenance are all problems that can plague homeowners.
The more knowledge you gain on these subjects,
the less money the property will cost you in the
long run. Investigate what grant money might be
available from the government or other agencies
to help get your properties in good condition and
in compliance with regulations. An added bonus is
you can do all this while also improving the neighborhood!
Work on maximizing your profit and increasing
your property value over time. Real estate is one of
the biggest investments in a person’s life- treat it
with care and respect, and it will give you security
and happiness for your future!

Branch Sales Manager
Company NMLS ID# 71655

anita.visconti@norcom-usa.com
www.anitavisconti.norcommortgage.com
7 F Garage Road, Southbury, CT 06488
cell 203.206.2852 I phone 203.206.2852
fax 860.323.8186
NMLS# 57264
This is not an offer to make a loan or to make a loan on any
particular terms. All loan applicants must qualify under requirements and satisfy
all contingencies of loan approval. Rates and terms subject to change without

Equal Housing
Opportunity
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By: John Greeno
New England Conservation Services
Any time you see icicles dangling from gutters, it
is a sign of a potentially costly problem ice dams.
Ice dams are common in
New England with only
one cure: a combination
of better air sealing, insulation and venting in the
attic and eaves.

How Do Ice Dam
Forms?

Ice dams form when the roof
over the attic gets warm
enough to melt the underside
of the layer of snow on the
roof. If an attic is not conditioned, the temperature of the
whole roof should be largely
consistent and melting in one
area would not happen.
Water trickles down between
the layer of snow and the shingles until it reaches the eave of
the roof, which stays cold because it extends beyond the
side of the building. There
the water freezes, gradually
growing into a mound of ice.
The flatter the pitch of the
roof, the easier it is for an ice
dam to get a grip. Gutters at
the eaves can also trap snow
and ice. If snow an ice build up
high enough in gutters, it can
provide a foundation for an ice
dam.

Figure 1.
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What Damage Do Ice Dams Cause?
When an ice dam gets big enough, melted water
backs up behind it and seeps underneath the shingles. Eventually, it will drip into the attic and down
into the ceilings and exterior walls beneath the
eave., ruining sheetrock and paint. If the ice dam
breaks free, it can pull shingles
and gutters off with it, and it will damage anything
it falls on: shrubs, windowsills, cars, pets and people. If the roof sheathing stays wet, it can form
mold and cause rot.

Seal all points where warm air leaks from the living
space into the spaces immediately below the roof
sheathing.
Insulate the living space well enough to prevent
conduction and convection of heat through the
ceiling.
Vent the space between the insulation and roof
sheathing, so any heat that does leak through is
carried away.

Curing the ice dam will also cure a significant loss
of heat from your building. The money saved on
A warm roof caused by poor insulation, indoor air fuel bills will pay for the work to protect the buildmigrating to the roof and poor ventilation produc- ing from ice dams while making you and or your
es ice dams. Correcting these causes is the only cure tenants more comfortable.
by:

Prevention
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Housing Court:

Where Time Is Money
By: Yona Gregory, Landlord Attorney
impact on the pacing of summary process cases.” In the Housing Court data
distributed by the Court in 2016, summary process processing times have
increased from 2012 to 2016 an average
of 33%, with Waterbury topping the
charts at an increase of 115%.

As a landlord’s attorney, one of the
most difficult questions I am asked by
my clients is, “How long will the eviction take?” The entire State of Connecticut is governed by one set of eviction laws or statutes yet there are six
separate “housing sessions” and several
additional GA courts that handle housing matters; and the timing for an eviction case can vary significantly, depending on the court where the eviction is
filed.
According to The Connecticut Housing
Committee on Housing Matters’ most
recent biennial report, “the Advisory
Council has identified troubling trend
over the past four years which appear
to suggest that long term understaffing….is having an increasingly serious

Multiplying the average loss of $333
times the number of cases filed, the
total loss to property owners in Connecticut is over seven million dollars.

This seven million plus loss to property
owners is the reason why I so often see
my investor clients leaving Connecticut
The Court has yet to distribute the fig- to invest their money elsewhere. It will
ures for the subsequent years, apparent- be interesting to apply this equation to
ly also due to understaffing. I suspect the new statistics, once they are rewe are going to find that evictions are leased.
taking even longer due to the substanRecently the delays in certain courts
tial cuts in state employees, as well as
have been outrageous. Bridgeport is
the various rules (called “standing orseverely understaffed and as a result,
ders”) of some of the newer housing
cases that are filed are being assigned
court judges.
court dates over six weeks out.
To comprehend the massive toll on
rental property owners this delay takes, During those six weeks the tenant will
we can do a simple calculation. Assum- likely not pay the rent, the loss to proping an average rent in the State of Con- erty owners is enormous. The delays in
Bridgeport are creating a hardship and
necticut is $1000.00 per month, if an
uncontested eviction (according to stat- unfair treatment of Bridgeport property
ute) should take approximately eighteen owners.
days, the landlord loses at least one
Property investors’ confidence in Conmonth ($1000) in rent (not considering necticut hinges in large part on the abilany security deposit adjustments).
ity of investors to reduce their losses.
Each case is taking an average of 33% Housing courts must decrease the prolonger means that the property owner cessing time for summary process cases
loses 33% more in rent while the sum- as well as correct the vast disparity of
processing times between courts.
mary process case is pending.
In the interest of simplicity, at an average rent of $1000, a landlord would
lose an additional $330 per case. The
number of evictions filed in Connecticut 2016 was 22,191.
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Courts
Fails To
Obey
CT Law:
Eviction
Judgments
must be
signed next
day

I

By: Bob DeCosmo
CTPOA President

n the year 1999, a
Bill introduced by
State Representatives Paul Doyle
and Arthur O’Neil started out as House Bill
#7091 An Act Concern-

Public Act No. 99-157.

The Bill had four parts,
the first two focused on
evictions, the third dealt
with State Marshals and
the fourth was about
Housing Authorities. Priing Landlord and Tenor to this Bill, landlords
ant and made its way
complained about how
through the Connecticut
long it was taking to get
Legislature and was
documents signed by the
signed into law by GoverCourts as days and weeks
nor Rowland to become
where being lost after

CTPOA President Bob DeCosmo second f

a five month long battle with tenant advocates, the CT Property
Owners Association
prevailed and the word
forthwith was removed from the statutes and replaced with;

the first court day
after the filing.

Sections one and two
from the Bill follow;
Section. 1 If a motion
to open or set aside, or
to extend a final stay
of execution of, a
summary process
judgment is filed with
the court, the court
shall not later
11
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motion, enter judgment that the complainant recover possession or occupancy of the premises with the complainant's costs, and execution shall issue
subject to the provisions of sections
47a-35 to 47a-41, inclusive.
So with the law clearly stating the next
business day timeframe and this requirement has been on the books for almost
20 years, why now are landlords losing
money again because paperwork isn’t
flowing as it should?
This issue needs immediate repair and
lack of staffing isn’t an acceptable answer when so much money is being lost
and properties deteriorate and become
blighted because of lack of cash flow.

from the right at the 1999 Bill signing ceremony.

than the first court day after
the filing of such motion,
conduct an ex parte review
of the motion and grant the
motion, deny the motion or
schedule a hearing on the
motion as the court deems
warranted under the circumstances.

Section. 2 If the defendant
does not appear within two
days after the return day
and a motion for judgment
for failure to appear and an
endorsed copy of the notice to quit is filed with the
clerk, the court shall not
later than the first court day
after the filing of such
12

Judgements and Tax
Liens Removed from
Credit Reports
By: Bob DeCosmo, CTPOA President

As

Most liens and judgments don’t include even three of the four pieces
a result of litigation
of identifying information as many
started by the Attorney Generals of states do not gather all this inforseveral States, all three bureaus, Ex- mation and in some states, it would
perian, Equifax, and TransUnion
actually violate privacy laws.
have removed tax liens and civil
judgments from their credit reports These are major changes in the
where incomplete information exstandards for reporting public recists. Bankruptcy is now the only
ords and it is estimated will impact
public record information that is
as many as 15 million consumers.
collected routinely by the national
credit reporting companies.
“Bottom line for landlords
is they can no longer soleIn 2015, the credit bureaus settled
ly rely on a credit report
with the New York attorney genfor deciding if their next
eral over disputing errors on contenant is going to be a
sumers’ credit reports. This settlement was followed by a 6 million
good risk, you need to dig
dollar, 31-state agreement to
deeper and consider comchange the way the credit reporting
prehensive consumer reagencies handle data and investiports to screen for all
gate disputes. The multi-state setrisks.”
tlement led to an agreement from

lenders and tenant screening services.
Because LexisNexis is not a party to
the credit bureaus’ settlement, it is
still free to sell that information, said
Ankush Tewari, a senior director
with LexisNexis Risk Solutions. The
company can accurately link people
to their public records, even without
identifying information like a Social
Security number, with an error rate
of less than 1 percent, he said.
Bottom line for landlords is they can
no longer solely rely on a credit report for deciding if their next tenant
is going to be a good risk, you need
to dig deeper and consider comprehensive consumer reports to screen
for all risks.

the bureaus to remove non-loan
related collection items such as gym This is a huge win for consumers
memberships, library fines, and traf- who have often tried in vain to get
fic tickets
inaccurate information removed
from credit reports.
The Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau issued a report in March
As public records disappear from
2017 citing problems with credit re- the big bureaus’ credit reports, other
port accuracy, specifically the quality data providers are eager to step in
of the credit data in their reports.
and fill the gap. LexisNexis Risk SoEffective July 1, 2017 the credit bu- lutions has for years gathered public
reaus no longer report public recrecords information from about
ords like judgments and tax liens
3,000 jurisdictions around the coununless it contains the consumer’s
try and sold it to the credit bureaus.
name, address, and either Social Se- Now, with that business drying up,
curity number or date of birth.
the company is marketing its own
Liens and Judgments Report to
13
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Top 5
Reasons to
Hire a
Professional
Property
Manager
By: Adrianne Angel, Partner / Broker
Pro Property Management

It has been noted that hiring the right Property

Manager can make the difference between success
and failure for rental property owners. In Connecticut, all Property Managers must be licensed if they
manage properties for more than one client. They
must possess the same license as a real estate agent
and are subject to the same continuing education
requirements from the Department of Consumer
Protection.
While there may be many reasons involved when
deciding to hire a property manager, listed are a few
common benefits.

1. Save Money
Property Managers obtain lower maintenance
rates based on volume discounts and buying
supplies in bulk to reduce property expenses.

2. Consistent Collections
Clear policies are essential, and they also re
move the emotion from making the decision
to evict. Most management companies have
long established relationships with Marshals,
Attorneys, and Collection Agencies that also
help maximize revenue and reduce expenses
while more effectively enforcing your written
lease terms.

3. Stress Reduction

Managing rental properties isn’t for everyone
and a licensed and insured management com pany will help mitigate your risk and help you
avoid common pitfalls newer owners may
make.
15
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4. Reduced
Vacancy Losses
Experienced real estate professional knows how
to efficiently market your vacant unit, conduct
thorough tenant screening and provide detailed
leases.

5. Maximize
Your Time

Most smaller investors do not have access to these
advanced tools.
It is also important to choose the right company to
manage your properties. Below are some tips to
help you find the right property manager:
 Ask for references
 Look up the business license with the Depart-

ment of Consumer Protection.

 Check rating and reviews on Better Business
It’s usually more profitable for investors to
Bureau (BBB)
focus on finding your next investment or en
joying time with your family rather than try
 Search on National Association of Residential
ing to collect rent. Property Managers use
Property Managers (NARPM) website
specialized software with 24/7 access to pay
bills, manage maintenance requests, docu
ment all communication and review real time  Call the local city officials and ask them how they
respond to complaints
financials.

Adrianne G. Angel
CT, FL & NY Licensed Broker
Pro Property Management
1087 Federal Road #7
Brookfield, CT 06804
(203) -909-6333
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The Future of Connecticut Housing

By State St. Rep. Larry B. Butler

Everyone anywhere in the great state of
Connecticut at some point considers
the future of housing. Whether it's just
a roof over their head for the night as a
homeless person or a starter
home being considered by a young professional couple. There is so much
more to consider for every person with
various interest in housing. Besides
those that are looking to rent or buy
housing there are those that are looking
to earn a living building new units, rehab old units, and those making a living
managing housing units.

While I mention types of housing, pri- I still see a vision of developing housorities, and funding we must not forget ing block by block in some of our cities
about the housing policy that governs it where the deterioration of housing and
all. While there is much to consider I
blight seems to be spreading faster than
believe the best policy is policy that
we can rehab or replace it. Can
strikes a balance between those that
a statewide private-public pilot program
make a living building and or managing partnered with a Front Porch prohousing units and those tenants living gram initiative be developed?
in the units, and the residents of the
towns where the housing is being built. We have done a good job addressing
This is easier said than done at times
housing for homeless Vets and our
but being fair is paramount! New hous- homeless Youth. Will it continue?
ing starts are vital to the state economy While we have made progress with the
and along with rehabs provide the
chronic homeless population this is an
many jobs we so desperately need. This area that has to be given more attenA good place to start while pondering in turn provides better housing for our tion. There are many organizations lothe future of housing is considering the tenants, and a much needed infusion of cal, state, federal, public and private
need. What type of housing should be revenue to our town and city grand list. that are willing to work together with a
made a priority? Depending on who
These are the areas that I hope we will greater focus. What progress is being
you're talking to and what town or city be praising progress in Connecticut
made?
you're in the answer could be very dif- during the next few years.
ferent. Should we look at towns and
The state funded Elderly and mental
cities with a population over 45 thou- In future articles I hope to be given the disabled housing population has faced
sand to determine what their need is
opportunity to review the latest devel- some issues. Will a report due to the
versus determining the need of the
opments regarding affordable housing Housing Committee yield some areas
towns with a population less than 45
in our cities. How much of our aging
of improvement? I will also speak to
thousand? Would it be better to repopulation in the state is looking to
the progress of the task force to considsearch the need of town and cities by
downsize from their current larger
er options for the re-entry population.
each of our counties. Certainly our
homes where they raised children.
eight counties are very different in
Would building more 55+ housing help Finally, I hope to share insight on
some ways but very similar in others.
them and at the same time help us keep housing legislation in the upcoming
them in Connecticut?
2019 session.
The fact remains that we need to determine the need for affordable housing,
supportive housing, rehab projects,
public housing, 55+ housing, market
rate housing, or any other type that is
determined to have a need. Once we
have this information we can come up
with a priority based on need for the
few rounds of funding that are made
available each year. We can also determine how much bond money to reState Representative Larry Butler was first elected in
quest to address public housing in the 2006 to represent the 72nd district and is the Co-Chair
state public housing portfolio.
of the General Assembly's Housing Committee.
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New Britain
Landlords
Preparing for 2019
By: Frank Maccarone, Partner at Pinnacle Development

It’s seems like yesterday but it’s been six years since October of 2012 when landlords came together in New Britain
and fought city hall over two local ordinances disguised as
“illegal taxes” on investment property. For those that are
unaware of what I am talking about; here’s a brief recap.

In early 2012, the newly elected Mayor began talking about
wealthy absentee slumlords taking advantage of poor tenants. He then went onto proposing a landlord licensing fee
of $150 per unit for owners who did not reside in their
buildings. He also created a “Hot-Spot” Fee on 911-calls
for city services being deployed to properties after an arbitrary limit of responses, the Hot-Spot fee could have been
upwards of $500 per call. Landlords quickly mobilized and
fought for their survival in New Britain.
The end result was a lawsuit was filed by five parties and
CTPOA took the lead. Following this, legislation was introduced to forbid the city from charging property owners
fees for emergency services. In the end, the landlords focused on ousting the Mayor because there was no willingness on the city’s part to reconsider its ordinances
or work with the responsible landlords who also want
ed the “slumlords” to be held accountable but landlords
were concerned because policies didn’t differentiate between good and bad landlords, they hurt all landlords.
In November of 2013, one of the most stunning upsets in
Connecticut political history occurred when Erin Stewart
defeated the heavily favored sitting Mayor and won the

New Britain Landlord and
Community Advocate,
Frank Maccarone, calls for
meeting of local landlords.
election because many landlords not only mobilized themselves, but they also mobilized their tenants and everyone
worked together toward a common goal.
Next year is another election year in New Britain and while
there aren’t any harmful ordinances being proposed, landlords need to mobilize again this time to fight a bigger and
more powerful concern. It seems that some of the policy
makers and Judges in Housing Courts have lost sight of
existing statutes. Landlords must realize that they are all
small business owners and must form a cohesive association similar to the labor unions.
It’s time for the Property Owners in the greater New Britain area to band together and organize themselves for what
lies ahead. Landlords must be proactive starting in January
to prevent legislation that if enacted could potentially affect
all property owners; forcing them to raise rent on working
class tenants, something all good Connecticut landlords do
not want to see happen.
The New Britain Property Owners Alliance and myself are
inviting all concerned property owners to attend a meeting
in January at a place and time to be determined so we can
get focused on the future. We need to become an active
organization again and work with other property owners,
Realtors and property managers to better protect our financial interests and improve the housing industry.
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Landlords Should Strive For Professionalism
By: Cal Vinal, President and CEO of Capital for Change

T

here remains a clear need for landlords to finally formally accept they are professionals in a business industry and so need to organize as such, create their image in
their form as a positive force, and cooperate in pursuing
changes that support their serving their communities.

Not unlike the Realtors did some years back for the same
reasons, multifamily property owners need to self-define
their image and self-regulate aspects of their operations by
setting performance and educational standards in order to
provide the public an assurance of their commitment, consistency of performance and reliability of
experience.

This business of providing safe, decent,
affordable and efficient housing to people
is a fundamental economic foundation
“The lack of organizational
footing for all communities and the
state. To date, the universe of smaller,
capacity has allowed the
non-corporate owners/operators has not
public to generally define
had a sufficiently clear and consistently
defined process and purpose, and has
the landlord image in the
lacked the benefits needed to attract and
negative .”
retain sufficient membership to consistently and adequately support its operations and impact.
Owners/operators of smaller multifamily
are highly independent entrepreneurs who provide a critical
and valuable resource, not unlike retailers or other small
business owners. However, the lack of organizational capacity has allowed the public to generally define the landlord
image in the negative as slumlords, which cannot be defended against given the lack of a positive identity and the consolidated will to overcome the negatives faced in politics and
under the law.

With an “L” in a circle brand, a code of
conduct, a commitment to a defined standards of operations, a baseline of education,
and self-imposed processes to monitor performance and address issues, Landlords can
establish themselves as a recognized, professional business industry, which will provide them a stronger, louder and more impactful voice in the public sector and help
to distance others who prefer to be considered slumlords.

This foundation also offers potential capacity to address the
other issues, such as education and other supports to improve the quality of tenancy. It is a dramatic change, technical in operational impact, and adaptive as owners/
operators begin to publicly identify and pronounce themselves as, professionals.

Cal Vinal is the President and CEO of Capital for
Change, formerly known as the CT Housing Investment Fund located at 121 Tremont Street in
Hartford. www.capitalforchange.org
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2019 CT Fair Market Rent
Summary
Metropolitan Area Name

Efficiency

1
Bedroom

2
Bedroom

3
Bedroom

4
Bedroom

Bridgeport Area

$858

$1,032

$1,293

$1,631

$2,028

Colchester-Lebanon Area

$850

$957

$1,225

$1,771

$1,904

Danbury Area
Hartford-W. Hartford-E. Hartford Area

$1,017

$1,253

$1,583

$1,983

$2,498

$768

$960

$1,194

$1,496

$1,674

Milford-Ansonia-Seymour Area

$882

$1,111

$1,373

$1,720

$2,078

New Haven-Meriden Area

$1,049

$1,163

$1,403

$1,788

$2,070

Norwich-New London Area

$798

$898

$1,143

$1,503

$1,804

Southern Middlesex County Area

$917

$1,079

$1,427

$2,063

$2,506

Stamford-Norwalk Area

$1,211

$1,517

$1,885

$2,404

$2,752

Waterbury Area

$713

$901

$1,110

$1,391

$1,539

Windham County Area

$775

$813

$1,013

$1,307

$1,443

Glenn Petelle
Phone: (203) 528-6979
Naugatuck, CT
WINDOW REPAIR SERVICES
Replace broken or fogged up
glass.
Upgrade your windows to Low-E/
Argon glass packages.
Repair broken screen latches or
pins.
Repair ripped or torn screens.
Repair or replace broken broken
balances and balance shoes.
Repair ir replace broken or missing
tilt latches and pivot pins.
Repair windows that won't stay up.
Repair or replace non-functioning
locks.

Rather than spend thousands for new
windows, we can often fix existing windows to
function properly.
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6 Tips To Help You Build A Great Website
By: Lukasz Pawlowski, Head Programmer for TenantTracks

I

t’s not hard to create a website
and publish it online. But will
it be a good website and will it make
you or your business look professional? This is a deeper question and can
vary depending on the customer and
the site visitors’ needs. There are a few
elements that are common and should
be widely recognized; let’s see what
those are.

1. Readability
The website should be readable – this
is undeniable. However, the list of
common errors is long, from poorly
chosen contrast to unreadable text
over images. If it’s hard to read, people will ignore it and your message will
be lost.
Making sure that all your text is readable consists of choosing proper font
family, adjusting font weight and size,
making sure that contrast is proper
and will be good enough on low contrast devices, and that any text is not
being cut off. This is a simple starting
point and you will be amazed at how
this attracts readers!

2. Responsiveness
Smartphones and tablets are now an
indispensable part of our lives. They
are so convenient; we are using them
every day for tasks that were done before using only PC’s or laptops. That’s
why RWD – Responsive Web Design
– is needed more than it ever was before.
RWD means websites are tested on
various devices before they are published. There are a lot of different devices and operating systems and each
one can behave differently: laptops,
tablets, smartphones, high-dpi devices,
4k monitors… etc.
It is important, that your website is
actually tested on different physical
devices. For programmers, there are
simulators that can be used to reduce
the cost of buying numerous devices,
but simulators are not always accurate.
Only testing on actual physical device
ensures that a website will work as intended.

3. Portability

number of variations and operating
systems. There are browsers for Windows, for Mac, and there are browsers
for Android and iPhone, so testing on
all devices and browsers is necessary.
While at first sight it might seem, that
“Firefox is Firefox, it should work the
same on Windows, Mac and iPhone,”
this is only half of the truth.
Browsers, even with the same name,
can behave a bit differently on some
operating systems. An example of this
is when trying to use default fonts.
Differences are not always that big,
but you should be aware that websites
could display differently from device
to device and operating system to operating system.

4. Security
What good is your website if it’s easily
hacked? Security is important not only
because you can face criminal charges
and civil liability if a data leak occurs,
it is also important because it shows
your customers that you care and that

you provide maximum protecYears ago there were only a few tion. Your professional reputabrowsers being used; now there are a tion can suffer if you are
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“defaced,” meaning some activist group replaces your page
content with their own radical message.
Every website should be tested for security. Scanning
should be done regularly, not only a single security scan
before releasing your website to live server, but once every
few months. Additionally, if you are handling sensitive data,
you should have vulnerability tests performed every year.

5. Speed
How long will your visitors wait for content to load before
closing their browser tab? You can lose many of your customers just because you are loading an image on the
homepage that is too big! That’s why you should aim to
have your first elements appear within two seconds and for
the website to be fully loaded in four seconds. There are
several techniques to achieve this, but most importantly a
properly designed project is a good start.

6. Interactivity
Allow your visitors to play around with your website. Static
pages are history, there needs to be something happening
to catch their attention! Install some small anima-

tion here and some parallax there, something fancy at the
top – it catches the eye.
That said, be aware that too much animation is not a good
thing! It can either leave visitors confused, or worse, on
older devices, it can be too much for the processor to handle and give your visitors a feeling that the website is
“laggy”. There is a thin line of balance that you should be
aware of between too little and too much animation.

Summary
This article mentions some of the basic elements that go
into creating a good website. Professional web developers
understand that there are many more topics to handle and
the list is much longer. For an average website, implementing the elements we mentioned should keep you at the level
of your competition, if not ahead of them!

Lukasz Pawlowski
This article was prepared by
Lukasz Pawlowski, head
programmer for TenantTracks. If
you would like to know more
about creating a professional
website, please feel free to
contact Lukasz at:
info@sailingbyte.com
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Don’t miss January’s issue which will highligh
Fair Housing Laws & Companion Pets, Introduc
The State-Wide Events & Community Calendar
And Feature Our Realtor Board Affiliates.

CT Real Estate Today is now reaching 15,000 recipients.
Marketer, hit your target audience for all things real estate.

All Advertising Inquires
Emily Pacileo
Project Director, CTPOA

emilyac48@gmail.com
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